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The six-component measurements on a straiF,,h and a
o	 ,02	 l i35 sweet-back trapezoidal wing	 -- 5; -- = 2;
F	 La
NACA airfoil section 0012; norral rounding of tips),
which differ from each other only in s.,ieepbacl:, have
indicated the followin, results:
A. Unstalled Flow Regime
VII thout f1aos the rollinc :no,-.lent due to yaw of both
wings (for ;i > 0) is positive, the leading wing is
raised, the yawing rm oment due to yaw negative (restoring).
A com-oarison of the straight tra;?ezoldal wing with the
corresponding strait, it r ctanCular grin- indicates that
the ma nl.tude of the :nor!ents is ro0iuced by the taper, as
stipulated by thoory; the agreement is also ^,00d quanti-
tatively. 'I'lze magnitude of the rolling moments due
to ya:a and of the ya.wizV-; monnents due to yaw is substan-
tially increased by the sweepback; this effect is likewise
reproduced satisfactorily by the theory.
Even with flaps the rolling mor!ents due to yaw and
the yawing moments clue to ya%r are Greater on the tiring with
""Sechslcompoiientenmessungen an einom geraden and
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sweepback than on that without it. On the straaight taring
a flap deflection has the effect of a variation in profile
camber: at ca = 0 a negative rolling norn.ent due to yaw
exists, while the increase with c a is about the same as
without flaps. On the swept-back wing also the increase
of the rolling moment due to yaw with ca Is not essen-
tially modified by flap deflecticn, but the morient is
considerably dependent on the flap e;idth at c a = 0, with
50 percent flaps the swept-bae?k, wing has the same (nega-
tive ) zero-lift moment as the straight wing, while for
the full span (100 percent) flaps a zero-lift moment of
about twice the moment and opposite (positive) prefix was
recorded. This ties in with the observation that the lift
of the straight  wing tatith f laps in yaw remains zero under
constant angle of attac^:i, when it disappearsars .f or (3 = 0,
while the swept-back wing in this instance receives posi-
tive lift. —iese phenomena, which rest on the fact that
on the swept-bask wing the ad ius tment of the angle of
attack is not -accorlpli_shed by rotation about the l/L line
as on the straight wring, can be explained theoretically;
the agreement with the test data is good.
B. Behavior At PJMaximum Lift
Except for too small Reynolds numbers the maximum
lift, es pecially the effect of flap deflections, is
reduced by sweepback, as proved by the present measure-
ments. however, the effect is known to be greatly
dependent on the Reynolds number, so that the secured
data cannot be arbitrarily generalized. Tiotet arorthy - in
contrast to ot'-ier swept-back airfoil measurements at
s-im.i.lar Re - is a comparatively high c a	 increase
max
ovri_ng to flap deflection.
The breakdown of flow on the svrept-back t aring is
characterized by great sudden variations in the rolling
moments due to yaw with rhinor lift changes as well as by
tail heavy (stalling) acting variations of the pitching
moment, while the rolling-moment variations of the
straight wing are somewhat smaller and associated with
great lift changes and nose-heavy pitching-moment varia-
tions. The cause of this dissimilar behavior is that the
flow on the straight wing breaks down first in the central
part of the span, on the swept-back wing first at the tips.
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1. T N'TRO DUC TI ON
In accord with the test program (published in refer-
ence '7) the wing in question is briefly designated as
No. 5. I:t differs from the rectangular wing (No. 1) dis-
cussed In reference 7 by its taper and from the
35 0 swept-ba,,k trapezoi dal wing (No. 9) treated in refer-
ence 8 by the absence of sweepback.
Since the effect of sweepbac% can be investigated
only in the _light of the data on the straight wing an
interpretation of the test data on the swept-back wing
was omitted in (8). Tie present report consists there-
fore o° two principal parts; section V deals above all,
res pectively, with the straight trapezoidal wing (No. 5)
and by having recourse to the rectangular wing (No. 1)
with the effect of taper, while section VI is primarily
concerned with the swe-ot-back win? (10 . 9 } , and w ith
wirig No. 5 rrlerely as comParative ss ina.l
II. NOTATION
Lift, drag and transverse force are referred to the
wind a,, :.!s system (')IN L 100), the pitching, rolling,and
yawing moments to the experimental system of axes
(cf. reference ;) . The origin the coordinate systems is
placed on the profile chord of the central section at
1/4 using chord.
	
the pitching moment of the swept-
back wing (to. g) is, as in reference 8 , referred to
the measured quarter-chord point of the smooth wine (no
landin6 aids), the lateral axis placed at quarter-chord
point which is little behind the measured neutral point,
was chosen as reference axis, as for wing No. 1. For the
rest of the definitions see figure 1.
V	 airspeed
P	 air density
•	 ll,ccording to oral report from the Junxers Co.
coy n, re hensive test data on swept-back wings (especially
also with. flap deflections) are avf;ilable but have never
been made r3ublic.
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q = PV2	 dynamic pressuree
F	 wing area
b	 span
L	 wing chord
L i	wing chorJ inside (vy ing center)
L a	win;; chord outside (win g tip)
lr, = b mean vy ing chord
b2A = aspect ratio^^
li
Z = -- taper
La
cp angle of sweepback (refer-red. to	 L/4 line,
positive for swept-back wing)
Re Reynolds mi ber
ak geometric angle of attack with respect to
tunnel axis
a ankle of
	
attack	 corrected for slipstream
inclination,	 tunnel-wall interference
effect and wire length
angle of slip
A = caq-71P lift
V; = Cw gF drag (in air-streara direction)
Q = c ggti transverse ford. (perpendicular to air-
stream direction)
Y = c y q -, lateral force	 (span.iise	 d_i.rection)
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. M, = cr,1 q F I,m
IA n = cTMncFZm
L = cLqFb
I\j	 = cN:,
dca
ca p =
d. a
Ca.s
p' t chins- moment
ri tchin yy momentl yyll (referred to noutral point
^_: f' yl,l., o th r 1L1 i )
ro l l in ^' toirie nt
TawIng mom,3-rit
lift i.ncr^:,, nt
_r ofl lay constant	 at !i —
The subscr.ir,t 0 l_ntlicates that the respective coef-
f: cient is t>	 tak:n at	 for ca = 0.
Th,e subscript g signi_ les that the cok;fficient
refers to equal a at	 = 0 (g = straight air flow),
subscript Pf taut only the sweepbacl. eff;,ct (the dif-
ference	 the virg with an i v:itl.Iout sw(eepback) is
considered.
111. DESCRIPTION OF Y'ODEL
ng, No. 5 was manufactured of reinforcod plywood-,
its dJ,.,,c;nsions :^.re given in .figure 2. The 1/4 line is
straight, the taper _ n • --)ants to 2. ;41thout enc: c<.Lp the
=sing span is 1.5	 the mean chc:^rd 0-3 m, hence the
aspect ratio A = 5. On account of the "norm.-I II rounding
of the tips (semicircular wi th tIlle local half profile
thickness z.-,s radius) with which the wing is fitted. wing
area, span,, nd aspect ratio are increascd by 0.7 ptre::nt,
1.6 p ercent and 2.9 percent; bowevcr, the coeff'iciento In
the following are arrays rc;ferrcr? to thij muss of non-
rounded c:ir_g (F = 0.)^-r m2 ; t: = 1.51. ^; art; from the
end cap i,he r.irg 'nas the NACA s^otion 0012 along the, spun;
dihedral and warning are absent.
=-
The sal -i t flans, whi cli ext,.nd 100 percent and
50 percent (inside;) across the span, were atttLched at
6
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GO percent wing chord and formed a 60 0 angle with the
profile tangent (fig. 2) .	 r
IV.-  TESTING PROCEDURE AND T_NTERPRETATI ON OF TESTS
The tests were run in the med^um wind tunnel of the
DVL at q = 156 k;^in 2 (Re z 1 x 10 0 ) dynamic pressure.
The six--coPponent measurements were run over the angle of
yaw, that is, angle p was varied at 51 each between 300
and -30 0 with fired angle of attack aK, For P =-1200
(and naturally for P = 0) the angle of attack was varied
for fixed P. Because of the s7nnrretry control the measure-
ments were always made for positive and negative jam, and
also for several -re6Lt ve ca values on the wing without
and with 50 percent split flaps. The symmetry was
satisfying, though not quite as good as on wing I g o. 9,
which being of all metal, cot ld be manufactured particularly
accurate. The assymmet:ry of t1ne urziS with respect to a,
already observed on wing No. 9, was noted again.
The suspension system is ills;strated in ficure 3.
To avoid a disturbance of the transverse force, no moment
lever was used, the wire leadLJ, r^ to the .norn.ent- balance
was attactzec", to a sm,..11 eye locaCled directly behind the
wing trailing edge and also carried part of the initial
load. The rest of the initial load being; on a wire which
applied on the straight line connecting the two forward
bearings. This wire forms the sole disturbance of the
suction side, so that it can be r• eg,_,Lrded as practically
undisturbed. Care was again taken to prevent any air
from p c_,'.ssing from. the pressure side to the suction side.
The
	 were of round section.
The angle of attack a is corrected for tunnel-wall
interference effect. The Faire lEingth, However, was then
not taken into consideration. since its effect on a was
very small according to several sampling: tests. The cor-
rections on the forcers and moments followed the custori:lorry
proct_;dure, with. due consideration to the relationship
existing between angle of attack aj.^  and pitching--moment
correction.
In the charts wi th respect: to a (fi ,s . 7 to 9) a
correct-io-n o.- the sywiruetry with rosl ect to 	 was o.nitted
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as in reference 8, while in those with respect to N
the Lest values averaged for ±P are represented. The
derivations with respect to ^ were for:;led by dividing
the test values averaged for 6 =
 5° by 5 x Tr113 0
V. RESULTS OF TESTS OF STRAIGHT WTNu,
COIIPARISOid WITH THEORY
A. Stra i ght Air F lo,rir
1. 'Nithout fla ys (figs. I*_and 7 1.- (1— c ^ous ^)n the
curves c (c y ^c, ' ^', el, j I the marred. depression in
the cp -curve, ,Tl.ich as on the rectangular wing (refer-
ence ter, fig. 7) sets in at about a = b° and is at the
dc -asame time associated with' a te;nporary rise in da • The
curve of ca (a) for wing No. 5 and wing No. 1 is, up to
the camax of tre latter, alnost identical (theoretically
coca
the 
da 
of wind; No. 5 should be about 2 percent greater),
the amax of -ring No. 1 is about 20 , the camax
about 0.03 smaller than for wing No. 5. The polar ca (cvr )
of both wings agrees up to camax , while theoretically
the induced drag of wing No. 1 should be about 1^ percent
nigher than that cf ,ring No. 5 .
2. 100-percent flaps (figs. b and 9) .- With split
flans over the entire s pan the naxiznum lift coefficient
for wing Zo . 5 is 0.2 higher thar for wing No. 1 (cf. . refer-
ence 7, fig. }. Unusual and not quite explainable is
the dissimilarity in zero lift angle - 12,8° for wing
No . 5 and -1.20
 ibr wing No. 1. This as ,veil as the(slight) curvature of ea (a) anti the substantial curva-
ture of cl(a) near ca = 0 is perhaps attributable to
separation phenomena. As for the rest, the 01ifference
in the cjj of both wings is due in part to the fact
that the coefficient was formed with the reference
chord tom, = b rather than with the so-called aerody-
namic win ,, chord. The conversion of the cy, z 0.203
value of ^r^ T ing No. 1 to No. 5 would give cT^o = -0.211, as
against ct;o = -0.228 by measurement. The polar of wing
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No. 1 is shifted toward the right by the constant amount
Ac tiv z 0.28, for wni ch also no true reason can be seen.
3. 5O- percent_ fla ps (figs. 5 and 8) .- With .flaps over
50 percept ^.fthe span the camax of -dy ing No. 1 is 0-1
smaller than that of wing No. 5. The zero lift angles are
-8.3 percent for wing No- 5 and 
-7.30 for wii^; No . 1.
Utilizing the profile characteristic ao = -12 0 g ves,
theoretically, a,o = -7,25'0 for wing No. 5 and ao = -6.760
for wing No. 1. That the measured difference exceeds 0.50
13 probably ^ue to the deviation with full-span flaps.
The reduction of the moment clj o z -0.103 measured on the
rectanguler ^ding to the trapezoidal wine gives c1,,1 0 = 0.1)_1
instead of the measured o-yo = - 0-1 11-5. The induced drag
of the rectangular wing Is less than th?lt of the trape-
zoidal wing.
B. YAWED FLOW
A correlation of the test data for the area of sound
f low2 is to be found in the figures 13 to 16, while the
adjoining figures indicate further interpretations of
these results. Regarding_ the various coefficients the
following should be noted;
1. Li ft.- Dividing the lift existing for angle of
yaw N by the lift at h = 0 and equal angle of attack
should give, theoretically, cos 2 p. This law is very
rigorously complied with, for both with and without flaps,
according to figure 213.
2. Drab.- The drag of the wing without flaps diverges
in part considerably from the cos	 law (cf. . .fig. 21) .
This departure might in a large measure be attributable
to the instrtunental inaccurac y caused by the sm allness
2 ,t the highest angles of attack shown, breakdown
phenomena are already visible in part.
3 1n figures 21 and 22 points which actually should
merge are pulled apart along the E3-axis, that is, placed
along side each other.
AI
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of cw and in part to the friction drab; which certainly
need not behave like cos 2 p. With 100 percent flaps the
test points cyv/c tv
g
 lie better on the curve _-032P,,
while in this instance, wing No. 1 rather followed a
ccs 3 ;1 law.
",t zero lift the drag of the king with continuous
split fla )s consists rac ti_cally only of pressure drag
introduced by the deal.-air re' on of the flaps; the
resulting force is therefore parallel to the plane of
syrrametry of the wing in yawl_ng. Since the effect; ve air-
speed in yawing becomes smaller by the factor cos
the pressu-^e drag, va., i.cs b1f the factor cos 2 p and hence
the drab coefficient (cw) cµ_0 (parallel to wiilcl direc-
tion) by the factor cos3P. Pny the ding ?'10. 5 in con-
trast to wing No. 1 does not follow this law is not
evident. Theoretically, the induced drag nest, as
explained in reference 7 act as cos 2E3.
3. Pitchin,- moment.- For the Ditching moment with
and without flaps the C:)3 2p law also agrees very well
(cf. fig. 23), that is, the neutral point and the center
of pressure position are not affected by yawing. At
high ca values the variat;on with flaps is a little
less than cos2P.
4. Transverse force, cross-wind force.- With the
coefficients of pre>si.lre, friction, and induced drag
denoted by cwD , cwR, and cwi (where cwD and cwi
signify forces perpendicular to the l/4 line, while 
c,rrR
is parallel to the wind),
cw = cos P CcwD + cwi + cwR	 (1)
cq = -sin g (cwD + cvi) = -tgP (cI,v - cwR	 (2)
^^cy = sin
	
x cwR	 ,7)
therefore
ccq
C
(^ _ - ^-Ivg - cwRg	 t ^. )
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GC 
.. cwRg
For the friction drag cwt without flaps the profile
drag cwp may be used. Nothing is known about the fric-
tion drag with flaps, so for the want of something better
the value c Wp without flaps will be used.
Without flaps forirula ('^) agrees completely, as seen
in fiLure 17. The agreement is also satisfactory with
flaps; it woul(I bec r)me better even in this case after
striking of the friction tErm.
The cross-wind force is not measured directly by the
balance of the medium wind tunnel, but computed from the
transverse force and the drag. Since these are not very
acc,,rately measured and largely carried out for the
composition of the cross-wind force, the deterraination
of the cross-wind for.ca is not very- reliable as evinced
by the iaarked scatter and the inferior s y stematic curve
distribution of fi`ures 16 and lu. hloi.^ eover, n.eeative
6c v
values of	 , as they occur on the wing with flaps,
seem quite improbable. In view of this instrumental
`Cinaccuracy and. the smallness of
	
y no agreement with
theory is of course to be expected. 4"it any rate formula (5)
without flaps agree_ at least in order of magnitude.
6C L5. Rollie; morient.-• In fiEure 19 the derivation
G
of the rolling morlent due to yaw is plotted against the
lift coefficient. By theory (reference 11)
6cL _ o' cLo + 2x 1'+ 0.15 (G - 1)
	 0 .10, Ca
	
(6)
^+ li	 Z } 1	
_	
g
o(j	 G
6c '0
For wing No. 5 without flaps 	 should really be --ero
by reason of the symmetrical profile; that the measured
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curve does not go exactly through the zero point is likely
to be due to design or jet in.acc-arucies. For the empil,ical
factor x, the value	 = 1 .2 is op timum (cf. . refer-
ence 1 and 11.) and figure 11? actually shows the theoretical
curve with x = 1.2 to be coincident with the measured
curve to a large extant. A flan deflection should act
like a profile camber on tine rolli.ng, r;1on.ent due to yaw,
that is (reference 3 and 12) it should
^c T
'
 _	 C M	 (7 )P	 `^ 1^.0
where cmo is the me-^srred. zero lift noment of the whole
wing. With the previously employed cr,o values we get,
for 50-percent flaps, 2 c 1,.7o = - 0 .053, and for 171.111-3pan
flaps,? c Tvio = -0.091 and cor_ e.spondinSl? accor ding to
dC ,o
	
6czro
figure 10	 y = 
-0.0`8  and 	 -0.049. Wdrlittedly
oh	 G
^c L
the curve	 (ca) of the wing with 1C0-percent flaps
diverges, like c T,(ca) within range of small ca, con-
siderzbl.y from a straight line and therefore the recti-
linearly extraplcated value rrust be ta]}en for 6c Lo
exact! ; as for c l ,o . Extra-)ola ting; the s urai rht p ort_on
between ca z 0.9 and ca = 1.5 €ives	 Lo z -0.13
^P
instead of -0.049- So with this modification_ even the
formula still is inaccurate and its application to wins
with flaps is therefore very rouL , quantitatively. With
^c I'50-percent flaps the rise in the straight parts of	 (ca)I
is slightly less than with 100 percent flaps; on the
average it is about equal to the rise of the ;rang without
flaps.
6. Yawing moment.- For the yawing moment due to yaw
of the %uin^; -: ithout flaps the formula
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.%cN	 c`.,C hT0 	 2x 1 + 0.15 (Z - 1)	 A(1 + ^) _0.-10 I c .aF,
2
-F 0.08
c^	 I-21	 Z+ 1	 A + 2	 c ^a
(8)
gives with x = 1.2 a little too great a (negative) rise
over cag2 (fig. 20), as previously observed on the
rectangular wing. The marked deflection of the curves
near ca = 0, with flaps, is certainly,  related with the
similar phenomena observed atc T and c l,, and r;light
be due to separation of flour. But even iii the rest of
the ca range the curve of dc T. (ca 2 )is far from
^a
straight. An explanation for it may be found in the hint
given in reference 11 that on cambered profiles a terra
-(a - ao) ^`cLo-, according to formula (8), should be added
c', (3
to the yawing mon.ent, because when plotted a`,ainst ca2
this term linear in ca would cause a curvature of the
	
^c LC	 o*cN
curve. Thus adding (a - ao) ----- to the measured
	
6P	 6P
should produce a linear curve over ca_ 2 , as actually is
the case for the wing wit'a 50 percent flaps according to
figure 20 (aside iron; the irre^;tilar vicinity of ca = 0).
No corresponding test was made with 100 percent flaps,
do Lo
since it was not quite clear what value to use for
c^
VI. COMPARISON OF THE TEST DATA OF THE S,iEI'T-BACK WITH
THOSE OF STRAIGHT TRAPEZOI tL ifJING AND 'KITH THE
TITEORY OF THE S'JtiEPT-}SACK WItdG
A. Straight Air Flow
Figures 4 and 9 show the ca(a), ca(-r), and ca(cl,n)
for the sweepback erring of reference (8) as dashed. curves.
The comparison discloses the following:
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1. Without flaps (`'i s . 4 and 7).- At
attach: The 1 i f t of t!-ie srv^p beck wince is
that of the wing without sweepback. N"ear
Caswept-back wing shows da = 3.6 o and the,
equal angle of
smaller than
a = 0 the
straight wing
dca
d a = 3.89, hence a decrease of 5 percent by sweepback,
while by the formula t,iv•en in reference 1?
c a IM1 + -
Cag - - --	 Tr1	 co c	 (Cag)
	
(9)
ea
	
co s r=0
TrIi
a decrease of 14 Inere r nt should be expected. Considering
do a
the uncertainty i.r t., ., experimental deterrii nation of ----do
this result a;;rees w:_th the ex perience cited in refer-
ence 10, that r:a.pc.rience indicates a lift decrease only
half as great a.s formula ( 9) .
The sweepbacli reduc.:s the maximum lift coefficient
by 0.13, and the re]-ated angleof attack by about 20.
However, these ca...differences are, like the still
greater differences or tIhe wing with flaps, intimately
related with tl-,e Reynolds num.bdr; thf^y increase, at first,
with increasing; Re and Liler. bc:carme smaller a-rain (refer-
ences);. and 6). Unusual is !.he srr_oother lift decrease of the
swept-back wing after exceeding the maximum lift. This
is du(: to the separation. of flow at the wing tips, where
the lift loss is not so great anc: -.vit71 increasing, angle
of attack progressively coves toward the center, while
the straight win`; breaks down .fairly suddenly from the
center ovi;r a large ,p art of the span.
The polars c a (c iy) of both wine-;s are also st identical
up to near camaxl the induced drag is therefore not
modified by the sweepback, which agrees with the theory
within the framewor?i: of the in.3ti-umental accuracy.
Theoretically, it should be 2 percent greater than on the
straight wing. However. this result may not be generalized
to other tapers.
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On the pitchin '7 moment the dissimilar behavior after
exceeding the maximam lift is of primary importance. The
moment experiences an abrupt variation, nose-heavy on the
straight wing, tail-heavy on the swept-back wing. The
behavior of the straight wing is ex-plained by the backward
movement of the center )f gravity at the flow separation,
while on the swept-back wing this effect is over-balanced
by the siraultaneously incipient lift loss at the wing tips.
The measured neutral point of the swept-back wing
lies at 0.769 mean wing chord Lm = b
	
b/4behind Z^ of
the wing center section. Dy the L-method (reference 10)
the value is a x b = 0.447 3 x b for the distance of the
load center of gravity of one dri.ng half from the p lane of
symmetry and hence 2 A tan QP = 0.783 for the shifted neutral
point (refer-red to Tm) produced by the SW6enback, whereby
it is to be assumed that the neutral points of the indi-
vidual profile sections are not changed by the sweepback.
Observing that th.e neutral point of the straight wing
_lies 0.0351-m before L/4, gives a backward position of
the neutral point of 0.748 instead of the measured 0.769.
That the computed point lies 2 percent Lm before the
measured point might be due to the fact that the cited
assumption is not entirely correct; as indicated by the
pressure-distribution measurement the suction peaks in
wing center are materially diminished by the sweepback,
thus causing a backward shifting of the neutral point of
the profile. By the tlulthopp method (reference 3) we
get a = 0.4723, 2 x A tan ep = 0.^26 and 0.791 for the
backward position of ;; pie neutral point, hence a value
2 percent too high.
Although the profile is symmetrical, wings Nos. 1, 5,
and 9 manifest at ca = 0 a negative value: of cyt0 other
than zero. To what this phenomenon is attributable
(Suspension ?) is not quite cl ^r
2. 100-percent flaps (figs. 6 and 9).- The sweepback
reducers the zero anb e of at act: from -17.7 o to -12.00.
Whether this is connected with the irregularities of the
zero lift angle mentioned previously or whether the
theoretically anticinated.effect, that the zero lift angle
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owing to flap deflection by sweepbacks is reduced by a
factor ranging between 1 and cos	 is involved. is
impossible to decide. The ca(a) curves are severely
curved; in the range 0 < a < 10 0 we get dca = 3.74
dca	 da
for wing No. 5 andda = 3 .31 for fi ring No. 9, or a
dca
decrease of 10 percent in da due to sweepback, which
is close to the theoretical 14 percent.. The sweepback
lowers the ca
	 fi oiri 2.10 to 1.5L . This is :aue inMax
dc.,
part to the decrease in	 ", but in €treater measure to
da
the drop in amax from 18`' to 13 0 . `?"t_e abrupt drop
in ca behind ca,nax is increased on both wings b-y the
flans., although its ma gnitude on the swept-back w r ing is
slightly less than a third of that on the straight tiring.
The corresponding nitchi ng-rioment variation, ho ,^ .ever, is
smaller on the stratblit t'ii i.n on the swept-back wing, and
act.; anti-stalling, while intensifying it on the swept-
back wi mn . The pn lars ca (cw) agree in' the range ca = 0.6
to camax of the swept-back ;ring. Fcr -small ca the ew
of tht. swept-back vvIngq,
 is surprisin l r a little higher,
while theoretically the crag a )t zero lift should be
smaller by the factor c03 3 CP(c^K = angle of sweepback
of the flaps) . For this drag is largely pressure drag
from the dead air region behind the flaps and hence
perpendicular to the .flaps; tri g projection on the wind
direction gives a factor cos c^ I^ , and the reduction of
the effective airspeed by cos q)K a .factor cos t C'PK -
3. 50-percent flaps (fi,.s. 5 an d e).- The sweepback
reduces the 
cai.ax from 1.'; to 1.35, due essentially to
the decrease in am,x from 18 0 to	 T.1-le moment
variation on the swc nt-back wing with part-span flaps
(50 percent) is considerably less than on that with full-
span flaps and even a little siaaller than wi t:nout flaps,
but also in the sense of increasing an^lc; of .^^t tack.
•	 -	 — -	 -
41t actuall.y should be considered that the flaps
even on the wing without sweepback assume a curtain swept-
back setting.
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The induced drag of 'the swept-back wing is appreciably
smaller than that without sweepback. This is readily
apparent when considering that the sweepback reduces the
lift accumulation produced by the flaps in wind; center in
the sense of an approach to the elliptic lift distribution.
B. Yawed Flow
1. Lif t.- The lift of the swept-back wing, in yawW, thout flaps foll )ws ' ..ie law cos 2 p very closely,
figure 22. But with flaps considerable departure from
c03 2 (3 occurs, in contrast to vy ing No. 5. This is due
to the fact that the swept-back wi.n^ with flaps exhibits
certain ad.c.itive effects in ,yaw which do not occur on the
straight ti^tiny; and which are essentially due to the fact
that on tl.le swept-buck wing t lAie angle of attack is ilot
adjusted by rotation about the L/4 line as on the straight
wing. ;Lamely, accordinG to reference (12)
ca'
- co s P
rrA	 2 x sing ` (C^ )
	
(10)Ca= cos- xCar;+1+2 Ca C- cis c?t,^I cP	 ^	 dg a=0
From this it follo ln's that without flaps the law cos2p
applies, and that for flap de.i'l.ection, where the lift
for a = 0 does not disappear, t'ie Lift of the swept-
back wing does not remain zero, when, starting from zero
lift in straight flow, the yaw is begun with constant
angle of attack.
Figure 25 represents the theoretical curves (according
to reference 10) for the wept-back wing without, with
50-percent and z;^^itri 100-;p ercent flaps, along with the
related test point.,-,,. .'aside from the maximum angles of
attack (separation of flow) the agreelnent in the first
and last case is veryg ood; that it i_s less ^^ood for
50-percent flaps is not su.rori_sing;, since formula (10)
was not developed for this, case (tho second summand
should be reduced on account of induction).
'n-A
w
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2. Drag.- A com parison of cvigcw in figures 21 and 22
manifests on the swept-back wing considerable departure
from the cos 2 p curve, due probably to instrumental
inaccuracy, while with flaps the test points are compara-
tively well placed on the cos P curve, especially for
smaller angles of attack. Considering that at zero lift
the drag is largely pressure drag caused by the flaps,
hence is perpendicular to the flaps, and denoting the drag
coefficient of a profile section p erpendicular to the flap
with c^ ,w, the drag (measured in wind ;direction) of the
yawing,swe p t -back wing with 1_00-*percent flaps is at small ca
cw= 
2 
[CO S I ( (')K - ^j^ + cos t ;c)K + ^^-^c-`w
^cos 3 YK cos 3 p + z cos cpK cos P sin2cpK sin2 (^ C*
Cos .. Cl + (% tan` 1^ 1; - 1) s in2
 d cwg	 (11)
if q)K is the angle of sweepback of the flaps and cwg
the drab; coefficient in straight air flow (arid equal angle
of attack) . For viing No. 9, tamp, = 0. 554, so that the
C VV
brackets are aLmost equal unity, hence 	 Z cos	 With
Cwbincreasing angle of attack- the induced drag then increases,
probably as cos 2 j"
 so that cw^cwg shifts from cos p
toward cos 2^. This actually is the case for 100-percent
flaps 5 ; for 50- percent flaps the conditions are more Com-
?Dlicated on account of the :induced drag; existing at ca = 0.
5. Pitching moment.- A glance at figure 24 shows that
the p itching ::^oment ^ oes not vary -drith cos 2 p in yaw.
This is particularly evident with flaps. But by theory
itself another 1av^ must be apnlicablc- vlith flaps:
"Vith ci,	 as the zero mo_nent of a profile section
-)Itis a peculiar fact that the relationship
CW = COS 3JK Cw" following from the same argment for z °ro
lift :drag of swept-back and straight wing is not sub-
stantiated by the measurement.
lg	I'P:', "No .  110
perpendicular to the L/I^ line, the zero moment ciao of
the swept-bacl: wing with full-span flaps in yaw is
c1^; o = 1 ^cos 2 (c;^ 	 + cos L (ri^  + ^`)	 c'`^io
^c03 2?cos 2 p + sin2c)F, 2 ^) c"i,o	 (12)
and ti,.,itlh the introduction of the term cIvIog = cos 2CP x c^l'mo
resulting for	 = 0
3:, , o = ^cos 2 p + to .2 ^) sin2 F}) c, ocp	 (1.j 1
that is, the zero moment -I.s varied by the yaw by the
summand
ciao - c-, og _ o%iicg ^ tan2 co - 1) s in2 ^	 (1Z )
Starting to yaw fr:)m zero lift in straight flow at constant
an--le of attack the expression (13) O.oes by n^) means
represent the complete pitching moment, since the lift
by reason of (10) does not rema_, n ze o in yawi^ ng and
therefore contrib,-tes to the r7.o.t.ent . So when asswning
that the neutral-u :)int position xjq (eventually dependent
on ca) does not vary in yaw the total difference of the
p itching moment in yaw and fo g- straight flow is
ctJ ( a) - ci,gg( a) = cl^ ^l og x Stan"c^ - 1) sin2 [^ + x i (ca - cag)
c;;.og (tar c, - 1 sing (; + cl,. g ( ca) - cI,, g ( c ag )
T
(15)
hence, o-,iring to cl,;,g(a) = %,g( cad
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cps = cm ( ca) + crag (tan2 cp - 1) sin 2 p	 (16)
Thus the moment for wing No. 9 with 100-percent flaps
in yaw is obta'_ned by taking; the lift coefficient ca
existing In yaw from the measurement or else compute it
by formula (10) , read the moment Cr,g(Ca) related to
this ca for strai`ht- flow from fiu-ure 6 ( dashed curve)
and add the second term of ( lb") , cMog itself bein- taken
from figure 6 also. 1 - .e result of this calculation, shown
in figure 2L. in comparison with the measurement, is in
good agreement.
Theoretically the moment of the swept-back wing
without :f laps should behave as co s 2 ; a with an additive
term for 50L- ^r. cent flaps. But in view of the irregular
variation of the measured curves no detailed study was
made.
Transverse force, cross-wind force.- The coeffi-
c,
cient of stability --c.Z of t1e croils-rind force for both
d i-=
wings is reproduced in figure 27. Owing to the compara-
tively great instrumental inaccuracy no information con-
cerning the effect of svreepback on the smooth wing was
obtained. However, the marked shift of 6c y to positive
values as a result of flab deflection on the swept-back
wing should be real.
This shift can be explained as follows: '.,lth c"wD
denoting the coefficient of pressure :irag of the flaps(at right angle to the flaps),  the coefficient of the
cross-wind- force at zero lift iJ
cyo = c^`wP	Icos2 ^cpK -^ - cos h	+ ^.^ sin cpK
2c icw-D
 cos 4PK sin2%, sin P cos P'	 (1-7)
6Since the fo.rinula anolies to any reference point,
the subscri pt n was omitted.
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and, since by (II) in straight flow (friction drag dis-
counted) cwog = CI WD c033c)K
a (
"Yo	 ^"
= 2 tan2 0^ yi 
cy°rog
	 (18)
On wing No. 9 with 100-percent flaps tan PK = 0.554 and
ac
ewog = 0.126, hence	 vo = 0.069, a value to some
extent in agreement with the rr,easurement. Theoretically
there is another addit_ve constituent which is based on
phenomena similar to the 'lift variation and which for the
wing in question is about of the salve order of magnitude
as the effect (16), so that, speaking as a whole, there
is no agreement bet°'ueen theory and test.
a cg
Figure 26 gives the stability coefficient	 of
a^
the transverse force against c ;, 2 for both wings. With-
out flaps there is no difference in the unstalled flow
regime, the agreement with the theory according to (Z;.) is
very good aven for wing No. 9. But with flaps the trans-
verse force of the swept - buck ruing is substantially less
than that of the straight w ing, even though the drag is
not essentially different, so tllat the formula (4) cannot
be quite correct for the swept-back wing. This is fairly
evident because of the relation for the transverse force
of the swept -back wing with flaps at zero lift
cgo = c., ND 1 [COS-(40K - ^^^ sin(q)K
 - (^^ - cos 2 (cPk + P) sin ?K +
hence	 (19)
TQ
= c' -It
 
wD cos- TK (. ^ n2cO K - 1	 - cwog (2 tan2CP 7, - 1)	 (20)	
-
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and therefore
aC90 = -0.59
bp
A' value in agreement vita the r, 1c asurc,rnents. (.nor the
comparison the stralglit part on ca = 0 must be extra-
polated.) Further discussion of the ea curve would
involve the induction wh i- ch is orr:itted. Strictly
empirical it may be said that a practical agreement .;ith
the rrieasurtzi en t is obtained by uoding the measured
Cwo - C Vrg to (20) .CD
5. Rollin, rrom-;nt.- -ic;ure 28 sh^ows the rolling
moment due to a-,.,. of the swrnt- )ack and the straight wing
compared with tht; theory accor6in6 to (12). The recorded
6cL
_	 d	 values of the s .e p t-hack wing are connt: cted by curves,R
while dotted lAnes of the inter polation are p laced through
the test point of the straight gy ring and which Is the saine
straight line for both the 50-percent and the 100-percent
^^ C rflans. bV-hereas the slo pe of	 for wing No. 5 is about
the same with and without flaps, it is a ppreciably weaker
for the swept-hack wing with 100--percent flaps than the
nearly agrueablE. slope with and without 50-percent flaps.
c1  c L
The behavior of
	
	 at ca = 0 is unusual. While the
c t:
values of the sti-ai6ht and the swept-back wing without
and with 50 -percent flaps agree, they arc fir apart for
the 100-percent fla p s, eve=n to a chan;;e in prefix. These
phenomena art r.;lated with the effect of flap deflection
on the swept-back wing already discussed f(;r the lift,
and can be thEoretically explained.
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Reference 12 contains two formulas derived for the
rolling moment due to yaw as a result of sweepback, one
with :i_nducticn disregar?ed but for any flap width
dcLp f	 l
— 6
	U.);1 tan Cp IC ag + (2yo - 1) \ cag)a=O J (21)
the other with the induction allowed for, but which holds
only for without and with 100-percent flaps;
1'	 ca1w cos T\
	
calm COS
1 +r^ cLpf 	 ,	 TTI	 _	 r.1	 1
d j = U.,_!- tarp	 t + -- c u 	 os , cag + Y^ ca ,00 cos ^0 (cagla=0
	
1
	 1-62	
1TA
(22)
with V ag) = 0 denoting the lift coefficient existing
at a = 0 (and p = 0), so that this term disappears for
the wing without flaps,  The flaps reach from wing center
to yo x	 hence yo = 0-5  for 50- percent flaps,
and yJ = 1 for 100- percent flaps.  The formulas give
d cL
only the sweepback portion, so must be added to the ----
aa
of the straight 'wing (dotted line in f ig. 20), t 4 give
the total mor ent of the swe pt-back wing.
There is no very grcat differ6nee between the formulas
with and without induction. The slope of the recorded
curves without and with 50- percent flaps is very closely
reproduced by tU theory; why the slope; for 100-percent
flaps diminishes is not clear. The behavior at ca = 0
is also very well described by the theory, while the
statement (made in reference 12) that the rolling moment
due to yaw as a result of sweepback is twice as high
for a = 0 than for ca = 0 is also proved correct.
c.
o . vawi ng moAo nt . - The stability factors	 n of
the swept-back and tho straight wing are contrasted in
figure 2Q. In all throe cases the restoring moment is
increased by sweepback, which is, largely by an increase
in the negative slope of An relative to cag2.
77
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The theoretical yawing moment due to yaw as a result
of sw,,e epb ack ( reference 12) on the wing without fla ps is
	
Gcnpf- = -U.^.i tan ^- ag,	 1 +
6 (i	 ca
ca'- cos C?
.^;^	
_ I^-
ca' cc co s r.^1+2	 L+
21cos2C	
_
Caro Cos S)
TTA
r
(23)
a formula that yields too small amounts for wing No. 9
according to figure 29. The 1,_:vcr arm 0.^;J, applicable to
lift distribution should ,robaDly uv r•epluced by a higher
value for the jawing nomc^nt:.
The comp arison with theory for the wing with flaps
is omitted in view of the same Jiff culties as encountered
for transverse unc, cross-win4i force.
C. Maxi -a;um Lift and Pitching Behavior
J_ . ;rya<cimum li ^ t.- Fi gure  30 represents the correlated
camp data of yvincsigos.5 and 9 (from reference ^)	 It
indicat;s the unfavorable effect of the sweepback which,
within the explored Re range is fairly independent of
the Reynolds number, but on the whole is nevertheless
greatly affected by it, the differences between straight
and sr,.ept-back wino increase at first vri th increasing; Re,
then become smaller again (referr,nces h an(f. 5). Regarding
further carrla.x data on wring No. 9 with landing aids,
reference 9 should be consulted.
2. Pitching behavior.- The pitching action of the
straight and the swept-back tra pezoidal wing was inv°sti-
gated by a method suggested by Liebe (reference 2),
whereby a run was made at an angle of attack near camax
over the angle of ya%°,. From the abru pt variations in the
coefficients, especially the r;)lling Moment due to yaw
are subjected, cent in deductions can be made, about the
probable pitching characteristics of the wing with the
admittedly restrictive remark that L!.le behavior of the
coefficients in the- presence of fuselage, nacelles, etc.,
•	 may change fund:rr:entally and that the study of individual
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stationary coeffi cient measurements gives but a very
rough picture, since the lctual pitching process is the
com_olicated (nonstationa.ry) interaction of all six com-
poncnts .
The data from the ?itching measurements on wing No. 3
are given in figures 31 to 34. The angle camax served
as angle of attaeirl' .	 is meajur•em:;iat (.fig. 32) was made
closely behind earn%x• Figures .32 to 34 contain two
independent measurements, one m€ido by orocceding from the(almost) sound state: at ^ = 0 an .,--'t equal angle of attack
in direction of posltive,, an lc:s of yaw, the, other in
direction of n(:. c;ative angles )f yaw. The latt:;r measure-
ment i_s indicated by dashes. TI—i_ s r..or:tr _st of two
measurements and the gradu:^lly	 symmetry of
the variations (the. occasional dissimilarity in the angle
being disconnected) indicates that the behavior is not
accidental but sub fact to a certain law, and henco
embodies u charucte;ristic of the win;.
On eoraparin^ the measurements of the; straight with
those of the swept-buck wing (reference 8, figs. 22 to 27)
the difference in the behavior of c `. and cm i s
apparent-. on the strai jit wind; the flow separates first
in the center and causes a groat variation in ca and a
nose-heavy variation in cjr, ^vhilc^ on the swept-back
wi_ng the flow separates first at the tips and shows
small ca variations and tail-heavy variations in cm.
The vari ,ations in the rolling moment due to yaw which
pr:;sumably _determine the pitching behavior moot are a
little g,rcater on tide swept-back than on the straight
but the difference is not as great as might be
expected perhaps on the b-sis of th. differently located
breakdown zones. The Explanation for it is that, while
on the swept-bs_ck w l_ng the lever arra of the additional
force crewed by thf separcxtion is greater, the force
itself is smaller than on the straight wing, as proved
by the ca curve.
On both wings the =urting of flaps causes an increase
in -GLo v ariations.
— 7 .^ s is known cam ax depends on the temper , Murk; and
barometric nre_ pure of the wind, but even at equal state
the valu,s are not always definitely reproducible. This
explains the jninor ca11 ax differences found when com-
paring tie diffQrent d.i,ugrams of. the present report,
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A minor dissimilarity, although perhaps of no great
significance in both wings is that the transverse force
of the straight wing is always near zero for straight
flow even in the separated state, while it can assume
fairly High values on the sweat-back wing, especially
when fitted wrth flaps. The reason for it is clear:
on the straight wing the resultant force of half the wing
is parallel to the plane of symmetry at ES = 0, and
therefore parallel to the wind, while on the swept-bacl-c
wing it is largely perpendicular to the local 1/4 line
and so can .furnish a component perpendicular to the wind.
Summing up it may e presumed on -the basis of the
discussed measurements, that the swept-back wing by reason
of the sornewhat greater variation in rollirig moment due
to yaw and the stalling acting; variation in pitching
moment is more unfavorable taan the straight ring, aside
from its substantially inferior aileron effect.
Translation b y
 J. Vanier
National advisory Committee
for heronautics
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Fig. 3
Figure 3. Wing No. 5 with f1.ill-span (100) split flaps
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Figure 8.	 ca (a),cW (a);with 50% flaps
(wings No. 5 and 9)
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Figure 33b. Pitching measurement
at ca=coax? wing No. 5 with 50%
flaps.
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Figure 34b. Pitching measurement
at ca=camax, wing No. 5 with 100%
flaps.
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